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ﻣﻠﺨﺺ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ 
 
 ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺃﺑﻮﺑﻜﺮ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺧﻠﻴﻔﻪ. ﺍﻻﺳــــــــــــــﻢ   :
ﻭﺣﺪﺓ ﻁﺎﻗﺔ ﺗﺤﺖ ﺍﻻﺿﻤﺤﻼﻝ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺴﻌﺔ ﻟﻜﻞ ﺩﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﻣﻘﻴﺎﺱ  ﻋﻨـﻮﺍﻥ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ  :
 ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﺮﻳﺒﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ.
 ﻫﻨﺪﺳﺔ ﺍﺗﺼﺎﻻﺕ. ﺍﻟﺘﺨﺼﺺ        :
  ﻫﺠﺮﻳﺔ.5341ﺭﺟﺐ  ﺗﺎﺭﻳﺦ ﺍﻟﺘﺨﺮﺝ   :
 
 
ﻣﻘﺎﻳﻴﺲ ﻛﻔﺎءﺓ ﺍﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ ﺃﺻﺒﺤﺖ ﺫﺍﺕ ﺃﻫﻤﻴﺔ ﻛﺒﻴﺮﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺃﻧﻈﻤﺔ ﺍﻻﺗﺼﺎﻻﺕ ﺍﻟﺤﺪﻳﺜﺔ ﺣﻴﺚ ﺃﻧﻬﺎ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪﻡ 
ﻭﺣﺪﺓ ﻁﺎﻗﺔ( ﺍﺣﺪ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﺎﻳﻴﺮ ﺍﻟﺴﻌﺔ ﻟﻜﻞ )ﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﺴﺘﻮﻯ ﺍﻟﻜﻔﺎءﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﺳﺘﺨﺪﺍﻡ ﺍﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ. ﻳﻌﺘﺒﺮ ﻣﻘﻴﺎﺱ 
ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺤﺪﺛﺔ ﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﺪﻯ ﻛﻔﺎءﺓ ﺃﻱ ﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺍﺗﺼﺎﻻﺕ ﻓﻲ ﺍﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎﺭ ﺍﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ ﻭ ﻳﺴﺘﺨﺪﻡ  ﻟﻠﻤﻘﺎﺭﻧﺔ ﺑﻴﻦ 
ﺍﻟﺴﻌﺔ )ﻣﻘﻴﺎﺱ ﻣﻨﻈﻮﻣﺘﻲ ﺍﺗﺼﺎﻻﺕ ﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺪ ﺃﻳﻬﻤﺎ ﻳﻤﺘﻠﻚ ﻛﻔﺎءﺓ ﺍﻛﺒﺮ. ﻓﻲ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻧﻘﻮﻡ ﺑﺪﺭﺍﺳﺔ 
ﻭﺣﺪﺓ ﻁﺎﻗﺔ( ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻋﺎﻡ ﻭ ﻧﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﻪ ﻟﻠﻤﻘﺎﺭﻧﺔ ﺑﻴﻦ ﺃﻧﻈﻤﺔ ﺧﻼﻳﺎ ﺍﻻﺗﺼﺎﻻﺕ ﺍﻷﺭﺑﻌﺔ ﻟﻜﻞ 
)ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻛﺮﻭﺳﻴﻞ، ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻳﻜﺮﻭﺳﻴﻞ، ﺍﻟﺒﻴﻜﻮﺳﻴﻞ، ﻭﺍﻟﻔﻴﻤﺘﻮﺳﻴﻞ( ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻋﺎﻡ ﻭ ﺑﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻛﺮﻭﺳﻴﻞ 
ﻭﺍﻟﻔﻴﻤﺘﻮﺳﻴﻞ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺧﺎﺹ. ﻛﻤﺎ  ﺗﻤﺖ ﺩﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻤﻘﻴﺎﺱ ﻓﻲ ﻭﺟﻮﺩ ﻅﺎﻫﺮﺓ ﺍﺿﻤﺤﻼﻝ ﻗﻮﺓ 
ﺍﻹﺷﺎﺭﺓ. ﻓﻲ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﺃﺑﻀﺎ ًﺗﻢ ﺣﺴﺎﺏ ﻣﺪﻯ ﺍﻟﻀﻌﻒ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ ﻋﻦ ﺍﺧﺬ ﺍﻻﺿﻤﺤﻼﻝ ﻓﻲ ﻗﻮﺓ 
ﺍﻹﺷﺎﺭﺓ ﺑﻌﻴﻦ ﺍﻻﻋﺘﺒﺎﺭ ﻛﻢ ﺗﻤﺖ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺩﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺔ ﺗﻌﻮﻳﺾ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺍﻟﻀﻌﻒ. ﺃﺧﻴﺮﺍ ﺗﻤﺖ ﺩﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺔ 
 ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﺮﻳﺒﻲ ﺑﻤﺴﺘﻮﻯ ﺍﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ ﻟﻐﺮﺽ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﻣﺴﺘﻮﻯ ﺍﻷﺩﺍء ﻭ ﺭﻓﻊ ﺍﻟﻜﻔﺎءﺓ.
 
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
A reduction in energy consumption of a wireless communication system is of great
interest because to the increasingly harmful impact of new wireless communication
networks technologies on the environment due to the increased energy consumption.
In addition, the rapid expansion of wireless communications forces mobile operators,
governments, as well as researchers to investigate more powerful energy ecient solu-
tions in order to solve issues caused by the increased energy consumption like global
warming, operating expenses, ... and so on.
According to a forecast by Gartner, by the end of this year, mobile phones will
outdo the PC and it will assume the role of an essential web access device [6]. Fur-
thermore, the data volume of networks is expected to increase by a staggering 1000
times, which could increase the energy consumption signicantly. Mobile networks
have a considerable share in the overall energy consumption of the Information and
Communications Technologies (ICT) sector, which itself is responsible for 2 to 10 % of
the world energy consumption. In near future, mobile communications will constitute
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215 to 20 % of the total ICT energy footprint and 0.3 - 0.4 % of annual world carbon
dioxide emissions [7].
In wireless communications networks, the essential resources are the bandwidth
and the energy. However, these two resources are limited. Therefore, application of
ecient resource allocation algorithms is an essential prerequisite. In this regards,
energy ecient techniques are considered as important approaches that professionally
manage network resources.
In the past, the performance of the communication systems has been considered
as the primary concern and energy eciency has been receiving less attention in the
system design and operation. The design and implementation of wireless communi-
cations that have signicantly high energy eciency is not an easy task. In order
to achieve energy eciency, a holistic view is necessary from the system architecture
level to the component level. Thus, researchers seek creative designs and develop-
ment of new architectures, deployment strategies, spectrum management schemes,
backhaul network options, energy eciency metrics and models [8].
In general, after reviewing literature regarding energy eciency problems in wire-
less communication networks, we have addressed two fundamental guidelines towards
energy ecient wireless communications; rstly we should discover proper solutions
to the energy eciency challenges in the existing communication wireless networks.
Secondly, we should include cost eciency as well.
In addition, we have considered many network energy saving techniques that are
proposed in the literature. All these techniques are designed to save energy and
hence yield energy ecient wireless communication systems. One category pertains
to advanced physical layer techniques. Under this category, we have orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), network coding, multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) cooperative communication, cognitive radio, .... and so on. Another
3category is deployment of radio and network resources (energy and bandwidth) man-
agement schemes. Examples of this category are: dynamic power saving, multiple
radio access technologies coordination, cross layer optimization techniques, .... etc.
In addition, new network architectures such as heterogeneous networks, distributed
antennas, multi-hop cellular systems have been suggested to deal with the issues
related to resource management and energy [1].
One of the attractive suggestions is the layered structure approach, which is an-
other form of the heterogeneous networks. An example of a two-layer structure is a
network that deploys macrocells at one layer and femtocells at the other layer. In
this case femtocells are usually installed closer to the user equipment and potentially
can have large capacity while maintaining the same quality of service (QoS). As a
result, ooading the trac from the macrocell RBS to the FAPs will reduce the
energy consumption signicantly. Further, more energy saving can be achieved by
applying energy saving techniques at the macrocell radio base station. Generally, the
layered structure is used to improve capacity, coverage, and energy eciency of the
network. It dynamically allocates the trac load among dierent layers of the system
and recongures these layers to meet service requirements and energy saving goals.
However, this can't be done without using ecient trac ooading algorithms and
mobility management [9].
The per-energy capacity metric is dened as the capacity achieved by the system
per unit energy [5]. It is introduced in literature as an appropriate metric that
determines the amount of achieved energy saving in a specic wireless communications
network. Consequently, this measure can be practically used to enhance wireless
communications network performance. Moreover, an improved version of this metric,
the per-energy capacity ratio introduced in [4] simplies the analysis and makes the
comparisons easier by introducing the concept of ratios.
4In the related literature, the per-energy capacity ratio in the macro-femto en-
vironment is studied in not many papers. Therefore, it was decided to study the
per-energy capacity ratio in the macro-femto environment in order to explore parts
that have not been studied and introduce some elaboration that enhances the work
and provides useful conclusions that emphasize the viability of per-energy capacity
metric as useful energy eciency metric.
1.2 Thesis Organization
In this thesis the following tasks are carried out:
 Firstly, the work done in the literature regarding the per-energy capacity ratio in
the macro-femto environment is reproduced. Moreover, the analysis is extended
to include factors that were not included earlier.
 Secondly, the per-energy capacity ratio is studied in the macro-femto environ-
ment under fading conditions.
 Thirdly, the degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio due to fading is evalu-
ated and a new mathematical expression, which proves that the degradation in
the per-energy capacity ratio due to fading in a function of the channel type, is
derived. Moreover, using that derived expression we have estimated the degra-
dation compensation value that should be used to bring back the per-energy
capacity ratio to its original value.
 Finally, the expected instantaneous per-energy capacity ratio under the inaccu-
rate power control has been studied.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter II, the literature
review is presented. In Chapter III, the per-energy capacity ratio analysis in the
5macro-femto environment in the uplink is studied. In Chapter IV, the per-energy
capacity ratio analysis in the macro-femto environment under fading conditions is
carried out. In Chapter V, the analysis of per-energy capacity ratio degradation due
to fading conditions and its compensation are presented. Finally, in Chapter VI,
conclusions from the work done are drawn and recommendations are made on future
works.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Literature Review
Since the beginning of the 21st century, global warming and climate changing have
arisen to be one of the most important challenges for human being. In communication
systems, the fast and comprehensive developments in information and communication
technology (ICT) resulted in a remarkable increasing rate of energy consumption.
For example in Italy, it is reported that Telecom Italy is the second biggest energy
consumer [10]. Furthermore, it is noticed that mobile communications will demand
additional energy according to the rate of deployment of 3G systems in developing
countries (like China and India) and later 4G systems [1].
Therefore, mobile communication community has become aware of the large rate
of energy consumption in mobile networks. In addition, both academia as well as
industry are seeking solutions that fulll the quality of service (QoS) constraints in
the presence of energy eciency. Consequently, energy eciency has become among
the hottest research area during the current decade and numerous worldwide re-
search projects devoted to investigate energy-ecient wireless communications were
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7completed.
The recommended solutions regarding the energy eciency problem were outlined
in ve international major research projects [1]; Green Radio [11], Energy Aware Ra-
dio and neTworking tecHnologies (EARTH) [12, 13], Optimizing Power Eciency in
mobile RAdio Networks (OPERA-Net) [14, 15], and electronic Workforce Information
Network portal (eWIN) [16, 17]. These research projects have suggested numerous
ideas to deal with this problem and solutions to it. Among the ve international
major research projects, the two research projects Green Radio [11] and (EARTH)
[12, 13] are more related to the subject area of thesis research. Table 2-1 gives a brief
information about the recommended solutions in these two major research projects.
8Table 2 .1: Possible Solutions for Energy-Ecient Wireless Communications [1].
Project Name Solutions
Green Radio 1. Energy Metrics & Models:
. Energy metrics to accurately quantify consumption.
. Communications energy consumption models.
2. Energy-Ecient Hardware:
. Hardware integration & advanced power amplier techniques.
. Maximize equipment and base station re-use.
3. Energy-Ecient Architectures:
. Large vs. small cell deployment.
. Overlay source (microcell, picocell, femtocell) & multi-hop
routing, relay & network coding and cooperative networking.
. Bounding energy requirements by strict end-to-end QoS and
ecient backhaul.
4. Energy-Ecient Resource Management:
. Dierentiated QoS, exploiting delay tolerant applications and user
mobility for energy reduction.
. SISO vs. MIMO with packet scheduling.
. Identication of energy-ecient cooperative physical layer
architecture using emerging information theory ideas to mitigate
interference.
. Applying dynamic spectrum access (DSA) to minimize energy
consumption.
. Solar-powered relaying allocating resources to match combined
trac and weather patterns.
Earth 1. Energy-Ecient Analysis, Metrics and Targets:
. Energy-ecient metrics on system level.
. Life cycle analysis of energy consumption by telecommunications
products.
2. Energy-Ecient Architectures:
. Optimization of cell size.
. Heterogeneous network deployment.
. Relay and cooperative communications.
3. Energy-Ecient Resource Management:
. Dynamic load adaptation and transmission mode adaptation.
. Cooperative scheduling, interference coordination, and joint power
and resource allocation.
. Multi-RAT (radio access technology) coordination.
4. Radio Technologies and Components:
. MIMO, OFDM, adaptive antennas and other advanced
transmission techniques.
. Power scalable transceiver and power control on component,
front end and system level.
9Since in this thesis the per-energy capacity ratio in macro-femto environment un-
der fading conditions and inaccurate power control is studied, therefore it is important
to provide some background information about the topics related to the direction of
the thesis. In this regards, the literature on the following topics is reviewed.
2.1.1 Femtocells:
. Indoor Coverage Challenges:
Providing a good indoor coverage is an essential aspect in modern telecommuni-
cation networks. In cellular and wireless networks, it is expected that almost 90% of
data services and about 60% of calls will occur from the sources located indoors [2].
However, providing an excellent service to indoor user via outdoor cells is extremely
dicult and a number of surveys demonstrate that 30% of businesses and 45% of
households clients will experience poor indoor coverage [18].
Using macrocells or microcells, which is called 'outside in' approach, to provide
indoor coverage has many drawbacks like; rstly, it is pricey and not energy ecient
where a higher power is needed to overcome high penetration losses. Secondly, to
provide a better capacity or quality of service (QoS) operators should set up more
outdoor base station sites which is dicult and costly in urban and densely populated
areas. Moreover, even if more outdoor base station sites were established the result
will be increased interference. Furthermore, in this case the network planning and
optimization will become more complicated and convolved. Another drawback is,
modern communication networks like 3G, 4G ... etc. are designed for a carrier
frequency around 2GHz or above. Therefore, providing a strong coverage and good
service, specially for large buildings, is a big challenges due to high attenuation and
penetration losses [2].
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Thus, many devices were introduced and implemented to enhance the service
and improve the outdoor signal, examples of these devices are repeaters, radiating
cables and Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS). In addition, picocells and recently
femtocells have been introduced as an excellent solution which outweighs the above
mentioned traditional solutions. However, recently femtocells have proved that they
provide a better performance than picocells. A comparison between the dierent
indoor coverage techniques is given in Table 2-3 while a comparison between picocells
and femtocells is presented in Table 2-4.
Table 2 .2: Comparison between the dierent indoor coverage techniques [2].
Parameter Macrocell/ Repeaters DAS Radiating Picocell/
Microcell Cable Femtocell
Price Expensive Convenient Convenient Convenient Cheap
Installation Expensive Dicult Easy Dicult Very sasy
Power High Low Low Low Very low
Indoor coverage Bad Acceptable Good Good Good
Table 2 .3: Comparison between picocell and femtocell [2].
Parameter Picocell Femtocell
Installation By the operator By the user
Connection to the core network Co-axial or bre optic ADSL Cable
Price Cheap Very cheap
Capacity 10-50 users 3-5 users
Coverage range <100 m <30 m
. Femtocell Access point (FAP):
A femtocell access point is a cellular network access point that connects stan-
dard mobile devices to a mobile operator's network via cable broadband connections,
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residential DSL, optical bres or wireless last-mile technologies. Practically it is a
simple home base station. In 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) a femtocell
is termed as Home Node B (HNB). Femtocells were rstly proposed in 2006 and in
February 2007 several companies introduced femtocells at the 3GSM World Congress
(Barcelona), with operators announcing trials.
Femto Forum [19] is the organization which deployed their experts to promote
femtocell standardizations and technologies worldwide. It was established in July
2007. In 2008, Home NodeB (HNB) and Home eNodeB (HeNB) were rst introduced
in 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 8, signaling. The large scale
of femtocell deployment was started in 2010 and nowadays femtocells are used all
over the world [2]. In March 2013, it is reported that the worldwide femtocell market,
which includes 2G, 3G and 4G products, improved by 66 % between the third quarter
and fourth quarter of 2012. In addition, in 2012 the market totaled $425 million i.e.
there is an increase in the worldwide femtocell market of 21% over the year 2011 [20].
According to Informa Telecoms & Media, by 2014, there will be 49 million femtocell
access points used by 114 million users [21].
. Femtocell Classication and Deployment:
Femtocell Access points (FAPs) are classied depending on either their capacity
or the cellular technologies used [2]. According to their capacity FAPs are classied
into two types: home and enterprise FAPs. Home FAPs have less capacity so they
can provide service to three up to ve users whereas enterprise FAPs are able to serve
up to 16 users. According to the cellular technologies applied, FAPs are classied
into UMTS FAP, HSPA FAP, GSM FAP, WiMAX FAP, .... etc.
FAPs are considered as consumer electronics. Therefore, they are self-deployed
by users rather than operators. However, the random deployment of femtocells may
cause a huge interference to outdoor macrocells. Therefore, to limit the interference,
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a femtocell is designed with the ability to congure itself automatically according to
the situation. Automatic conguration of FAP includes many phases and tasks like
sensing phase and an auto-tuning phase. Automatic conguration of FAP is essential
to the successful femtocells deployment.
. Femtocell Access Control Strategies:
Three access control strategies are used in femtocell deployment [22]. In the rst
deployment scenario no user equipments are allowed to access the femtocell except
the user equipments belonging to the owners of the FAP, i.e., the users who has the
key to use the FAP like password. Other users and visitors are not able to benet
from the service, this is known as closed access mode. In the second deployment
scenario all user equipments are allowed to access the femtocell, the user equipments
belonging to the owners as well as the visitors; i.e. a public access to the femtocell is
provided and no need for password or any other key to use the FAP and benet from
the service. This is known as open access mode. In the third deployment scenario, the
femtocell owners may desire to permit access to all user equipments (UEs). However,
the access priority is given to guaranteed users, owners of the FAP. This is known as
hybrid access mode.
2.1.2 Energy Eciency and Energy Eciency Metrics:
Generally speaking, energy eciency is a comparison concept because it compares
two sides or parameters to show how much one parameter (or side) outweighs the
other. In electrical engineering in general and in wireless communication in particu-
lar, energy eciency is dened according to two approaches. The rst approach is by
dening as the performance per unit of energy consumption. This denition is widely
used in digital signal processing (DSP), computer systems, and communication sys-
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tems. In communication systems, sometimes in the past decades it was called the
throughput in bits per second. The Second way of dening EE is by determining the
ratio of ecient output power/energy to total input power/energy. This denition is
suitable for systems and components such as power supplies, power ampliers (PAs),
and antennas.
In a typical cellular communication network, RBS is the part of the network at
which most of the energy is consumed. According to [23], the major source of energy
consumption in the network of a mobile operator is the RBS. In the RBS, PAs are
the components that drain the greatest part of the energy. For example, PA of RBS
in GSM consumes 1320 watt power. Therefore, many researchers are working on the
investigation of eective energy ecient solutions to improve the performance of the
RBS components, especially for the PAs, from the energy eciency point of view.
However, this research area is out of the scope of this thesis. The cellular network
power consumption is shown below in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2 .1: Power consumption of a typical wireless cellular network [3]
Recently, the essential objective in wireless communication is setting of a suitable
and powerful energy ecient metric which is able precisely to judge that across the en-
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tire protocol layers the optimized decisions have been taken appropriately. Therefore,
an energy metric is not ecient unless it is straightforward linked to the optimized
decisions across all the protocol layers. In literature, EE metrics are divided into two
classes: absolute metrics and relative metrics. Absolute metrics show the amount of
the real energy consumed for a given performance while the relative metrics illustrate
how much EE is enhanced [8, 1].
In wireless communication, energy eciency metrics are applied at three levels.
These levels are: the component level, equipment level, and system/network level. In
addition it should be noted that EE metrics used at each level are signicantly dier-
ent and in general mostly dicult. As a comparison, EE metrics are well formulated
at the component level unlike at the two other levels, equipment and system/network,
in which establishing EE metrics is more convoluted because in the market numerous
manufacturers use dierent equipment and systems with dierent competing tech-
nologies in energy consumption, capacity, and performance.
At the component level, energy eciency is generally dened as the ratio of the
input power to the radiated or transmitted power. For example, for the antenna,
the eciency is the ratio of the power radiated by the antenna and the input power
to the antenna. At the equipment level, dierent equipments are available in the
market. In addition, the way in which wireless equipments are categorized is not
straightforward. According to [8], wireless equipment are divided into two categories,
the radio base stations and wireless terminals, where by radio base station it is meant
a cellular RBS or wireless access point while by wireless terminal a user terminal
equipped with wireless interfaces is meant.
Few metrics and methods were dened by the standard body European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute (ETSI) to evaluate EE of RBSs. In addition, it has
set standardized energy consumption measurements to evaluate energy consumption
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for both RBS equipment and a RBS site [3]. To give a brief description consider the
RBS as an example. In RBS, measurements should include the power consumption in
all cases and load conditions; i.e., samples from all load conditions should be taken.
Usually, in wireless communication networks three load conditions; low load, medium
term load, and busy hours load. The duration in each load condition is denoted as
tLow, tMed, and tBH , respectively. In addition, let the average power consumption
calculated in each load conditions to be PLow, PMed, and PBH , respectively, then the
average power consumption in watt is dened as:
Pequip =
tBHPBH + tMedPMed + tLowPLow
tBH + tMed + tLow
: (2 .1)
Let us now consider another RBS which is the distributed RBS. Similar to con-
centrated RBS, the power consumption for all remote radio heads (RRH) which is
denoted by PRRH is calculated independently. In addition, the power consumption
of the elements in the central location which is denoted by Pc is also calculated. The
way in which the power consumption is evaluated is approximately the same to that
used in (2 .1) . Finally, the total average power consumption of the distributed RBS
is given as:
Pequip = PRRH + Pc: (2 .2)
As shown above at the equipment level EE, it is more important to determine the
average power consumption than making comparisons and by using energy saving
features we should try to reduce the power consumption as much as possible. For
instance, for a Flexi EDGE Base Station congured as three sectors and four carriers
per sector, the average power consumption is 978 watts and by using energy saving
customized solution called Flexi EDGE, it can be reduced to 562 watts in some
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instances [9].
Mobile phones, mobile computers such as tablets, netbooks, notebooks .... etc.,
are the most common wireless terminals. On these devices many applications and
programs are installed and to run these applications sometimes there is no need to
establish wireless connection. As a result, we can conclude that for these devices the
communication is a function which often supports these applications. Obviously, all
portable devices in general and wireless terminals in specic are by default energy
constrained. Therefore, EE is one of the principal objectives in wireless terminals
implementation as well as in design. Actually, from the users point of view, energy-
ecient wireless communication is also necessary. According to [24], the iPhone
received top marks in every category except for battery life. In [25] some measure-
ments were done on Nokia 6630 mobile phone and these measurements show that the
wireless modem in Nokia 6630 consumes about 1.2 watts out o 3 watts, the total
power consumption of the phone, while other applications and peripherals consumes
the remaining 1.8 watts.
The de-facto standard to measure EE of a mobile phone is the talking time and
stand-by time by a fully charged battery. This standard can be used to obtain an
appropriate EE metrics of a mobile phone if these data are normalized by the capacity
of the mobile battery [9]. For computers, where mobile or portable computers are
one part of this category, US government has put an international standard called the
energy star. The last version of energy star standard is Version 6 [26]. Nowadays, the
important thing that is noticed by scientists, manufacturers, and users is the more
and more haziness of the boundaries between mobile phones and mobile computers.
At systems/networks level too, energy eciency is considered as a primary con-
straint. In literature, we have generally four categories of wireless systems/networks.
The First category is the cellular networks, which depends on RBSs to maintain ac-
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cess services. Wireless local area networks (WLAN) belong to the second category
in which the access point does the same job of the RBS in cellular networks. The
satellite links is the third category but it constitutes a small fraction of the entire
wireless industry. Therefore, it is not included in the description. Finally, the last
part is ad hoc networks.
In the systems/network level in addition to energy consumed by the RBS site,
the features and properties linked to capacity and coverage of the network are also
included in the EE metrics evaluation. For the GSM system ETSI denes two network
EE levels. In rural areas, the network is usually moderately loaded. Therefore, the
coverage area is used in EE metric to reect energy to achieve coverage, where rural
area EE metric is stated as the ratio of the average site power consumption in watts
and RBS coverage area in km2. However, since urban areas are usually fully loaded
and trac demands frequently exceed the RBS capacity, the urban areas EE metric
is dened as the ratio of the average site power consumption and the number of
subscribers based on average busy hour trac demand by subscribers and average
RBS busy hour trac.
Unlike what is shown above regarding GSM, in 4G cellular systems, all services
are carried by packets whereas in GSM and WCDMA system the major service is the
voice. Therefore, the fundamental EE metric for 4G cellular systems is likely to be
the Bit-per-Joule. Additionally, it probably will be the fundamental metric for next
cellular systems generations.
For WLAN many studies was proposed in the literature in which EE is taken in
consideration as a primary constraint. The performance of medium access control
(MAC) protocol is the topic which usually gets the attention, some instances are
[27, 28]. For IEEE 802.11 standards, which is the de-facto standard for WLAN, a
new scheme, which is called the sleep mode has been recommended to access point
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station. By applying this scheme a station, which is idle (has nothing to send or
transmit), should temporarily shuts down its transceiver and wakes up periodically
to transmit or receive buered messages. Clearly, the EE metric used in this case is
the ratio of saved power to the power without the use of the sleep mode. In addition
to the sleep mode scheme, dynamic frequency selection (DFS) and transmit power
control (TPC) schemes are also introduced to IEEE 802.11h to save more energy.
In wireless ad hoc networks, energy saving can be accomplished by the following
methods: the sleep mode, radio turnaround reduction, channel and battery aware
schedule, collision avoidance, automatic repeat-request (ARQ) and forward error cor-
rection (FEC), topology aware power control, EE routing, or application aware power
saving. EE is a primary constraint in wireless ad hoc networks. Therefore, in wireless
ad hoc networks EE studies have covered all layers [8].
In the literature, it is also investigated that in addition to EE, which is not the
sole measure of the eciency and reliability of wireless networks design, other metrics
like spectral eciency, network coverage, deployment cost, and QoS requirements are
signicantly essential and should be considered. In [29] tradeos among metrics such
as deployment eciency vs. EE, spectrum eciency vs. EE, bandwidth vs. power,
and delay vs. power are proposed and studied.
. Bits-per-Joule Metric:
Among the numerous EE metrics exploited, bits-per-joule metric stands out. It
evaluates the numbers of bits (system throughput) for a given unit-energy consump-
tion. In [30, 31], by taking either bits-per-joule metric or capacity per unit energy
in consideration, information theoretic results for energy-ecient communications at
the link level was specied and calculated. In [32], the capacity of wireless ad hoc
networks has been analyzed and a new framework was developed. In that paper
the supplied energy to the nodes was considered as the primary constraint and the
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capacity was measured in bit-per-joule. Moreover, in game-theoretic schemes for en-
ergy saving in wireless networks, bits-per-joule metric is used extensively as a utility
function [33, 34]. In [35], EE using the measure bits-per-Joule has been exploited
by introducing a link-adaptive transmission scheme for MIMO-OFDM systems which
utilizes dynamic power allocation based on the channel state in addition to the circuit
power consumption.
. Per-Energy Capacity Metric:
The per-energy capacity metric is not as popular as bits-per-Joule metric. How-
ever, it shows strong signals regarding its ability to evaluate the degree to which
energy eciency is supported by a given network deployment strategy. Actually, it
is recently introduced. Thus it needs time to become more common. The per-energy
capacity metric is dened as the capacity achieved by the system per unit energy.
From its denition, it is almost similar to the bits-per-joule metric. However, the way
it is used in evaluating the energy eciency of a given wireless system or network is
dierent, where the concept of ratio is usually employed.
In [5] the per-energy capacity metric is studied and analyzed culminating in a
proposal of an appropriate hando strategy under the constraint of the energy con-
sumption. In [4] the impact of cell size on energy saving and system capacity has
been evaluated. In that study, it has been shown in a simple and clear way how
small-cell based future mobile communication systems are very helpful in terms of
energy eciency. Furthermore, the concept of ratios has been originally proposed
with the aim of making the comparisons easier and more accurate.
In both references [5] and [4], three types of ratios were introduced in order to
compare between any two dierent cell types, by cell types here we mean macrocells,
microcells, picocells, and femtocells. The rst ratio is total system transmit power
ratio while the second is system capacity ratio and the last ratio is per-energy
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capacity ratio. However, the way in which the above mentioned ratios have been
dened is dierent. In [5] the ratio equations are more detailed whereas in [4] the
ratio equation are very simple and they are only related to cell radii.
2.1.3 Per-Energy Capacity Ratio
The per-energy capacity ratio is recently introduced in [4]. In that paper the eect
of cell size on energy saving and system capacity was inspected and the results have
shown that small-cell based future mobile communication systems are more eective
in terms of energy eciency as well as accommodation of high data rates. In addition
the authors have derived the per-energy capacity ratio equation in an elementary
form. In the downlink the per-energy capacity ratio equation is given as:
UBSk
UBS1
=
R1
Rk
n
; (2 .3)
while in the uplink case it is given as:
UMSk
UMS1
=
R1
Rk
n+2
; (2 .4)
where UBSk is the per-energy capacity of the base station, U
MS
k is the per-energy
capacity of mobile station, Rk is the radius of cell type k, and n is the path-loss
exponent. The four cell types are cell type 1, cell type 2, cell type 3, and cell type
4; point to a macrocell with a radius of 1000 m, a microcell with a radius of 500 m,
a picocell with a radius of 100 m, and a femtocell with a radius of 10 m, Fig. 2.2
illustrates the four dierent cell types model used in this thesis.
Using the two equation mentioned above two simulations were done in [4] and the
resultant gure in the downlink case is shown in Fig. 2.3:
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Figure 2 .2: The four dierent cell types model used in this thesis.
Figure 2 .3: Per-energy capacity in the downlink in [4].
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in the uplink case the resultant gure is shown in Fig. 2.4:
Figure 2 .4: Per-energy capacity in the uplink in [4].
As shown in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4, the results in [4] are good where it is shown
that as the cell size is reduced the performance is better. For example, when the path
loss exponent is 4 and the per-energy capacity of the macrocell is normalized to 1,
the per-energy capacities of a microcell , picocell, and femtocell are 16, 104, and 108
in downlink and 64, 106, and 1012 in uplink, respectively.
Actually, the good results in [4] encouraged the authors of [5] to follow and work
on the lines suggested in [4]. In [5] the downlink was only considered but more
elaboration on the bandwidth allocation strategies was done where both the dedicated
channel bandwidth allocation strategy and co-channel bandwidth allocation strategy
was considered. In addition, the equations used to formulate the per-energy capacity
ratios were more specic. The per-energy capacity ratio  u(k) equation in [5] is given
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as:
 u(k) =
Uk
U1
=
Ck
Skh
C1
S1h
=
Ck
C1
hSK
S1
i 1
=  c(k) s(k)
 1; (2 .5)
where  c(k) is the capacity ratio equation and it is given as:
 c(k) =
Ck
C1
=
C(Pk; Rk)
A1
Ak
C(P1; R1)
A1
A1
=
C(Pk; Rk)
C(P1; R1)
R21
R2k
; (2 .6)
and  s(k) is the power ratio equation and it is given as:
 s(k) =
Sk
S1
=
Pk
A1
Ak
P1
A1
A1
=
Pk
P1
A21
A2k
=
Pk
P1
R21
R2k
; (2 .7)
in addition, Pk is the transmit power of the cell k , Sk is the total transmit power of
the cell k, Rk is the radius of cell type k, Ck is the total capacity of cell k, Ak is the
coverage area of cell type k, and h is the units of time. Using the equations mentioned
above two simulations were done in [5]. The resultant gure in the dedicated channel
case is shown in Fig. 2.5 while the resultant gure in the co-channel case is shown in
Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2 .5: Per-energy capacity in the downlink dedicated channel case in [5].
Figure 2 .6: Per-energy capacity in the downlink co-channel case in [5].
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As shown above the resulting gures in [5] emphasizes the pervious results in [4].
In addition, it added more comments regarding the per-energy capacity ratio in the
downlink; it is shown that in the dedicated case channel as more bandwidth fraction is
given to the smaller cells in comparison to the macrocell bandwidth, the performance
gets better and the per-energy capacity ratio value increases. Furthermore, in the co-
channel the eect of the change of the femtocell signal to interference ratio (femtocell
SIR) value and the macrocell signal to interference ratio (macrocell SIR) value is
also shown where as the femtocell SIR value increases the per-energy capacity value
increases too. However, when the value of the macrocell SIR increases the per-energy
capacity value decreases.
2.2 Per-Energy Capacity in the Downlink
In the light of the results showed in [5] regarding per-energy capacity ratio in the
downlink, the rst step was to reproduce those results. In this thesis, the method-
ologies used to evaluate the per-energy capacity ratio in each section are dierent.
In this part, the reproduction of the per-energy capacity ratio results in macro-femto
environment in the downlink channel, the same expressions in [5] were used. Accord-
ingly, equation (2.7) is used to determine the power ratio, equation (2.6) is used to
determine the capacity ratio, and equation (2.5) is used to determine the per-energy
capacity ratio.
Two simulation experiments were done for the downlink communication chan-
nel. In the rst simulation the dedicated channel operation was considered while
in the second the co-channel operation was considered. The parameters used in the
simulations of this section are summarized below in Table 2.4.
In the dedicated channel case, the per-energy capacity ratio versus the path loss
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Table 2 .4: Parameters used in the downlink.
Symbol Description Value
k Cell type index f1; 2; 3; 4g = fMacrocell;Microcell;
P icocell; Femtocellg
Rk Cell radii fR1 = 1000m;R2 = 500m;
R3 = 100m;R4 = 10mg
B Bandwidth 5 MHz
f Carrier frequency 2100 MHz
P1 Tx. power of macrocell 43 dBm
P2 Tx. power of microcell 38 dBm
P3 Tx. power of picocell 23 dBm
P4 Tx. power of femtocell 18 dBm
N0 Thermal noise density -174 dBm/Hz
hb Macro base station height 15 m
hm Mobile station height 1.5 m
hf Femto base station height 1.5 m
was studied. In this regards, three per-energy capacity ratios were simulated and
the results plotted. The rst per-energy capacity ratio compares the microcell to
the macrocell while the second per-energy capacity ratio compares the picocell to
the macrocell and the third per-energy capacity ratio compares the femtocell to the
macrocell. For each per-energy capacity ratio, the femtocell bandwidth was set dif-
ferently in ve cases; in the rst case, the femtocell bandwidth was selected as 0.1
of the macrocell bandwidth, in the second case the femtocell bandwidth was 0.3 of
the macrocell bandwidth, in the third case the femtocell bandwidth was 0.5 of the
macrocell bandwidth, in the fourth case the femtocell bandwidth was set to 0.7 of the
macrocell bandwidth, and in the fth and last case the femtocell bandwidth was 0.9
of the macrocell bandwidth.
In the co-channel simulations, the per-energy capacity ratio was plotted versus the
macrocell SIR. The macrocell SIR has been set to four values; in the rst instance the
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macrocell SIR was set to -10 dB, in the second the macrocell SIR was set to 0 dB, in
the third the macrocell SIR was set to 10 dB, and in the fourth the macrocell SIR has
been set to 20 dB. However, in the co-channel simulations only the femtocell-macrocell
environment is considered. In the co-channel simulation, in order to select the proper
value of the path loss exponent value in the simulation experiments two propagation
models were considered. In the rst model the break point approximation method
[36] was used to estimate the path loss exponent value in the simulation while in the
second model the 3GPP (2005) model [37] is used to estimate the path loss exponent
value in the simulation. The 3GPP (2005) sets the path loss exponent to be a xed
value equal to 3.76 and according to [38] it is widely used over the range of frequencies
around to 2 GHz.
2.2.1 Per-Energy Capacity in the Downlink (Dedicated Chan-
nel)
As shown below in Fig. 2.7 the per-energy capacity ratio is plotted versus the path
loss exponent nk. In addition, a comparison between the per-energy capacity ratio
in three environments: the micro-macro environment, pico-macro environment, and
femto-macro environment, is provided. The results in Fig. 2.7 are similar to those in
the literature and the following observations were made:
1. The per-energy capacity ratio is the best in the femto-macro environment whereas
it is the worse in the micro-macro environment.
2. For the entire three environments; macro-micro, pico-macro, and femto-macro;
the higher the path loss exponent value the better is the per-energy capacity
ratio value. In addition, the per-energy capacity ratio slope or rate of increase
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with respect to the path loss exponent increases more as the cell size moves
towards smaller cells.
3. As higher bandwidth fraction is assigned to the smaller cells, the per-energy
capacity ratio value increases. However, the per-energy capacity ratio rate of
increase is inversely proportional to the bandwidth fraction increment.
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Figure 2 .7: Per-energy capacity ratios in the downlink for the dedicated channel as
a function of the path loss exponent.
2.2.2 Per-Energy Capacity in the Downlink (Co-Channel)
As shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 the per-energy capacity ratio versus femtocell
SIR has been investigated for four dierent macrocell SIR values. However, unlike
the dedicated channel case only the femto-macro environment was considered. The
results in the two Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 are almost similar to those reported in the
literature and the following observations are made:
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1. For a given constant macrocell SIR, the per-energy capacity ratio increases as
the femtocell SIR value increases.
2. For a given constant femtocell SIR, the per-energy capacity ratio decreases as
the macrocell SIR value increases.
3. The per-energy capacity ratio performance when the value of the path loss
exponent is estimated by using of the break point approach [36] is better than
the per-energy capacity ratio performance resulted when the value of the path
loss exponent is estimated by using the 3GPP (2005) model [37].
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Figure 2 .8: Per-energy capacity ratios in the downlink for the co-channel using
breakpoint approach.
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. Using 3GPP (2005) Model:
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Figure 2 .9: Per-energy capacity ratios in the downlink for the co-channel using 3GPP
(2005) model.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter some background information about the topics related to the thesis
content was provided. The rst topic was the femtocell which is a small wireless
access point used to connect the UE's to the mobile operator wireless network. In
addition, a comparison between the femtocell and other indoor coverage technologies
was provided. The energy eciency was also discussed in this chapter showing the
ways used to dene this comparison concept. Thirdly, energy eciency metrics were
investigated. In addition, the levels at which the energy eciency metrics are applied
were discussed comprehensively. Furthermore, a brief information about the most
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popular energy eciency metrics in the literature were shown. Finally, the per-energy
capacity ratio metric was illustrated.
In addition, the work done in the literature regarding the per-energy capacity
ratio under non-fading condition in the macro-femto environment in the downlink
was reproduced for both the dedicated channel case as well as co-channel case .
Chapter 3
Per-Energy Capacity Over the
Uplink Channel
3.1 Methodology
The uplink is considered to be less reliable than the downlink. Therefore, it is
important and motivating to do simulations over the uplink. The methodology used
to evaluate the per-energy capacity ratio in this section, the per-energy capacity ratio
in macro-femto environment in the uplink, is dierent where the equations used in
[5] are used as baseline equations. Practically, the power ratio  s(k) given in (2.7) is
modied so that it can be used for the uplink channel.
In the absence of channel fading, the term pk
p1
is given as:
Pk
P1
=
Rnkk
Rn11
; (3 .1)
In (2.7), which is used to express the per-energy capacity under non-fading con-
ditions in the downlink, and by substituting the value of the term pk
p1
from (3.1), the
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power ratio  sDL(k) in the downlink channel is given as:
 sDL(k) =
Pk
P1
R21
R2k
=
Rnkk
Rn11
R21
R2k
=
R
(nk 2)
k
R
(n1 2)
1
: (3 .2)
In the uplink, equation (2.7) is modied so that it can be used for the uplink
simulations and the power ratio  sUL(k) under non-fading conditions in the uplink is
given as:
 sUL(k) =
Sk
S1
=
Pk
P1
; (3 .3)
by substituting the value of the term pk
p1
from (3.1), the power ratio  sUL(k) in the
uplink channel is now given as:
 sUL(k) =
Pk
P1
=
R
(nk)
k
R
(n1)
1
: (3 .4)
The per-energy capacity ratio in [5] is illustrated earlier in (2.5) and by a proper
substitution of the power ratio in the uplink  sUL(k) from (3.4), the per-energy ca-
pacity ratio in the uplink is evaluated. Thus, two simulations in the uplink communi-
cation channel were done. In the rst simulation, the dedicated channel transmission
was considered while in the second the co-channel operation was considered. The
parameters used in the simulations of this section are summarized in Table 3.1.
The eect of the deployment of smaller cells in general and femtocells in specic
on the per-energy capacity ratio will now be analyzed and discussed. Accordingly,
rst the dedicated case is considered; this is followed by a discussion on the co-channel
case.
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Table 3 .1: Parameters used in uplink.
Symbol Description Value
k Cell type index f1; 2; 3; 4g = fMacrocell;Microcell;
P icocell; Femtocellg
Rk Cell radii fR1 = 1000m;R2 = 500m;
R3 = 100m;R4 = 10mg
B Bandwidth 5 MHz
f Carrier frequency 2100 MHz
P1 Tx. power of macrocell 18 dBm
P2 Tx. power of microcell 18 dBm
P3 Tx. power of picocell 18 dBm
P4 Tx. power of femtocell 18 dBm
N0 Thermal noise density -174 dBm/Hz
hb Macro base station height 15 m
hm Mobile station height 1.5 m
hf Femto base station height 1.5 m
3.2 Dedicated channel Analysis
In the dedicated channel case, the per-energy capacity ratio versus the path loss
is studied. Three per-energy capacity ratios were simulated and obtained. The rst
per-energy capacity ratio compares the microcell to the macrocell while the second
per-energy capacity ratio compares the picocell to the macrocell and the third per-
energy capacity ratio compares the femtocell to the macrocell. For each per-energy
capacity ratio, the femtocell bandwidth has been set to ve cases; in the rst case
the femtocell bandwidth equal to one tenth (0.1) of the macrocell bandwidth, in the
second case the femtocell bandwidth is taken to be 30 % of the macrocell bandwidth,
in the third case the femtocell bandwidth is half of the macrocell bandwidth, in the
fourth case the femtocell uses a bandwidth equal to 70 % of the macrocell bandwidth,
and in the fth case the femtocell bandwidth is 0.9 of the macrocell bandwidth.
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As shown below in Fig. 3.1, the per-energy capacity ratio is plotted versus the path
loss exponent (nk). The gure provides a comparison between the per-energy capacity
ratio in three environments; micro-macro environment, pico-macro environment, and
femto-macro environment.
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Figure 3 .1: Per-energy capacity ratios in the uplink for the dedicated channel as a
function of the path loss exponent.
The per-energy capacity ratio is the best in the femto-macro environment whereas
it is the worse in the micro-macro environment. In addition, for the entire three
environments the more the path loss exponent value the better the performance and
the larger the per-energy capacity ratio. Moreover, the per-energy capacity ratio
slope increases as we move towards smaller cells. To illustrate further, we can easily
notice that the slope in the femto-macro environment is greater than the slope in
the pico-macro environment as well as in the micro-macro environment. Similarly,
the slope in the pico-macro environment is greater than the slope in the micro-macro
environment.
In addition, if more bandwidth fraction is assigned to the smaller cells the per-
energy capacity ratio increases. However, the per-energy capacity ratio rate of in-
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crease is inversely proportional to the bandwidth fraction increment. For example,
as the bandwidth fraction, given to the femtocell in comparison to the macrocell,
increases from 0.1 to 0.3 the per-energy capacity ratio increases by a value greater
than the resultant increment in the per-energy capacity ratio when the bandwidth
fraction given to the femtocell in comparison to the macrocell increases from 0.3 to
0.5 and the same scenario is repeated as the bandwidth fraction given to the femtocell
in comparison to the macrocell increases from 0.5 to 0.7 and so on.
Finally, the comparison of the resultant gure in this part to the resultant gure
in the downlink part, shows that the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the
uplink is better than the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the downlink.
3.3 Co-channel Analysis
Unlike the dedicated channel simulations, in the co-channel simulations the per-
energy capacity ratio has been plotted versus the macrocell SIR. Four values of macro-
cell SIR were used; in the rst case the macrocell SIR was set to -10 dB, in the second
case the macrocell SIR was set to 0 dB, in the third case the macrocell SIR of 10 dB
is used, and in the fourth case the macrocell SIR of 20 dB is used. However, in the
co-channel simulations, only the femtocell-macrocell environment is considered.
In the co-channel simulation two propagation models were used in simulations. In
the rst case, the break point approach model given in [36] is used to estimate the
path loss exponent value, while in the second case the 3GPP (2005) model given in
[37] is used to nd applicable path loss exponent value. The 3GPP (2005) sets the
path loss exponent to a xed value equal to 3.76 and according to [38] it is widely
used over the range of frequencies near to 2 GHz.
As mentioned earlier two cases of the path loss value have been used in the simu-
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lation.
3.3.1 Using breakpoint approach
As shown below in Fig. 3.2, in the co-channel case only the femtocell-macrocell
environment was considered. The per-energy capacity ratio performance has been
investigated versus femtocell SIR for dierent macrocell SIR. The resultant gure
gives a clear and reasonable picture on the per-energy capacity ratio in the co-channel
case where for each curve, i.e. the macrocell SIR value is constant, the per-energy
capacity ratio increases as the femtocell SIR value increases. However, the per-energy
capacity ratio value decreases as the macrocell SIR value increases when the femtocell
SIR is kept constant.
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Figure 3 .2: Per-energy capacity ratios in the uplink in the co-channel case using
breakpoint approach.
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Another aspect is the per-energy capacity ratio rate of increase with respect to
the macrocell SIR and femtocell SIR. As shown above, as the femtocell SIR value
increases the per-energy capacity ratio rate of increase decreases since the slope de-
creases whereas the per-energy capacity ratio rate of decrease decreases as the macro-
cell SIR value increases.
To illustrate more, for a xed femtocell SIR value say 5 dB, when the macrocell
SIR increases from -10 dB to 0 dB the per-energy capacity ratio decreases by value
greater than the value resulted when the macrocell SIR is increased from 0 dB to
10 dB and the same scenario is repeated when the macrocell SIR is increased from
10 dB to 20 dB at which the per-energy capacity ratio decrease is observed to be
the smallest. Similarly, for a given xed macrocell SIR value say 10 dB, when the
femtocell SIR increases from -10 dB to -5 dB the per-energy capacity ratio increases
by value greater than the value resulted when the femtocell SIR increases from 15 dB
to 20 dB
3.3.2 Using 3GPP (2005) model
As shown below in Fig. 3.3, the gure has the same pattern of Fig. 3.2 where the
per-energy capacity ratio is directly proportional to the femtocell SIR and inversely
proportional to the macrocell SIR. In addition, as the femtocell SIR value increases the
per-energy capacity ratio rate of increase decreases since the slope decreases whereas
the per-energy capacity ratio rate of decrease decreases as the macrocell SIR value
increases.
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Figure 3 .3: Per-energy capacity ratio in the uplink in the co-channel case using 3GPP
(2005) model.
Moreover, the per-energy capacity ratio performance, when the estimated value
of the path loss exponent by using the break point approach [36], is better than the
per-energy capacity ratio performance when the value of the path loss exponent is
evaluated from the 3GPP (2005) model [37].
Finally, in the co-channel simulations, we found that the per-energy capacity ratio
performance over the uplink is better than the per-energy capacity ratio performance
over the downlink.
As a conclusion, a remarkable improvement is resulted after the femtocells are
deployed. For example, in the dedicated case when the path loss exponent values are
2, 3, and 4, respectively and under the condition that the per-energy capacity ratio of
the macrocell is normalized to 1, and if the bandwidth fraction given to the femtocell
is 0.9 the bandwidth given to the macrocell; the per-energy capacity of the femto-
cell is 108, 1010, and 1012, respectively, which means that deployment of femtocells
results in strikingly high per-energy capacity. Moreover in the co-channel case, the
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femtocell-macrocell per-energy capacity ratio outweighs the femtocell-macrocell per-
energy capacity ratio in the dedicated channel case. Hence, these results emphasize
the fact that the femtocells deployment results in huge capacity increase.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter the per-energy capacity ratio under non-fading condition in the
macro-femto environment in the uplink was investigated. Accordingly, two simula-
tions in the uplink communication channel were carried out. In the rst simula-
tion, the dedicated channel transmission was investigated while in the second the
co-channel operation was considered.
In the dedicated channel case, the per-energy capacity ratio versus the path loss
was investigated and three per-energy capacity ratios were obtained. The rst per-
energy capacity ratio compared the microcell to the macrocell while the second per-
energy capacity ratio compared the picocell to the macrocell and the third per-energy
capacity ratio compared the femtocell to the macrocell. In the co-channel simulations
the per-energy capacity ratio has been plotted versus the macrocell SIR. Four values
of macrocell SIR were selected; in the rst case the macrocell SIR was set to -10 dB,
in the second case the macrocell SIR was set to 0 dB, in the third case the macrocell
SIR of 10 dB is used, and in the fourth case the macrocell SIR of 20 dB is used.
However, in the co-channel simulations, only the femtocell-macrocell environment is
considered.
Chapter 4
Per-energy Energy Capacity Under
Fading Conditions
4.1 Introduction
In wireless communication channel, the received signal undergoes attenuation
which takes dierent forms. For example, we have path-loss, slow fading, fast fading
and so on. Fading is dened as the random uctuation of the signal power with time,
geographical position, or radio frequency. In wireless systems, fading takes place
due to multipath propagation or due to shadowing from obstacles aecting the wave
propagation, sometimes referred to as shadow fading.
Evaluating per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment is important. In
addition, it will enhance the work and provide conclusions that can be used to em-
phasize the viability of per-energy capacity ratio metric as a useful energy eciency
metric under dierent channel conditions. Therefore, the study of the behavior of the
per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment with respect to all parameters
that aect the performance in the communication system network is of considerable
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importance. The important parameters are femtocell SIR, macrocell SIR, path loss
exponent, and macrocell radius.
In this chapter, only the femtocell-macrocell environment is considered since it has
been shown earlier that the best per-energy capacity ratio performance is resulted in
this environment and it outweighs the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the
picocell-macrocell environment as well as the microcell-macrocell environment.
In the femtocell-macrocell environment, the per-energy capacity ratio under fading
for the dedicated channel case and the co-channel case were evaluated. In addition,
in each channel assignment both the downlink and uplink transmission channels were
considered. Accordingly, the following cases were studied:
 In dedicated channel case, the per-energy capacity ratio under fading environ-
ment is analyzed as a function of:
1. Femtocell SIR and macrocell radius.
2. Femtocell SIR and macrocell SIR.
3. Femtocell SIR and path loss exponent.
4. Macrocell radius and macrocell SIR.
5. Macrocell radius and path loss exponent.
6. Macrocell SIR and path loss exponent.
Actually the per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment as a function
of two parameters is analyzed in each simulation for two reasons; rst to inspect
the per-energy capacity ratio behaviors in the 3D view as well as in the 2D view
and secondly to complete the picture that illustrates the per-energy capacity
ratio behavior under fading environment with respect to each parameter.
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In the dedicated channel, as in the previous simulations, the bandwidth fraction
of the femtocell in comparison to the bandwidth of the macrocell was set to 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 fractions of the macrocell bandwidth.
 In co-channel case, we have analyzed the per-energy capacity ratio under fading
environment as a function of:
1. Femtocell SIR and macrocell radius: Under this section, the values of the
macrocell SIR were selected to be -10 dB, 0 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB.
2. Femtocell SIR and path loss exponent: Under this section, the values of
the macrocell SIR were selected to be -10 dB, 0 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB.
3. Macrocell radius and path loss exponent: Under this section, the two sim-
ulations, the rst using the values of the femtocell SIR of -10 dB, 0 dB, 10
dB, and 20 dB under the condition that the macrocell SIR equal to 3 dB
while in the second the values of the macrocell SIR were selected to be -10
dB, 0 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB while keeping SIR femtocell equal to 3 dB.
As mentioned above, in all simulation cases, both transmission channels the
downlink and the uplink were studied and simulated. In addition, all values of
SIR or SNR are average values under fading conditions. Accordingly, rst the
dedicated case is considered; this is followed by a discussion on the co-channel
case.
The degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio under fading
environment:
The analysis of the per-energy capacity ratio degradation under fading conditions
is one of the main objectives in this thesis. Therefore to achieve this goal, the per-
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energy capacity ratio was evaluated under fading environment as well as non fading
conditions so that the dierence between the two situations is dened as the degra-
dation in the per-energy capacity ratio due to fading. Thus, in all the simulation
cases, the degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio due to fading is investigated
and commented.
4.2 Methodology
To describe the methodology used in this chapter two, main references [5] and
[4] are used. In both references, it is assumed that the received power at the cell
boundary for any cell type can be expressed by:
Pr =
1P1
Rn11
=
kPk
Rnkk
; (4 .1)
where Pk is the transmit power of cell type k, Rk is the radius of cell type k, and nk
is the path loss exponent of cell type k. In [5],  is considered to be the path loss
parameter while in [4]  is considered to be the channel gain. In both references, they
considered that (1=k) and thus they reduced (4.1) to a simplied form without the
index . The new simplied form was given as:
P1
Rn11
=
Pk
Rnkk
; (4 .2)
which leads to the following equation:
Pk
P1
=
Rnkk
Rn11
: (4 .3)
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The total power ratio for a given cell type k, is given in [5] as:
 s(k) =
Sk
S1
=
Pk
A1
Ak
P1
A1
A1
=
Pk
P1
A1
Ak
=
Pk
P1
R21
R2k
; (4 .4)
by substituting the value of pk
p1
from (4.3) in (4.4), the resultant total power ratio
equation for a given cell type k, has been derived in [5] as:
 s(k) =
Pk
P1
R21
R2k
=
Rnkk
Rn11
R21
R2k
=
R
(nk 2)
k
R
(n1 2)
1
: (4 .5)
However, the following points regarding the parameter  and (4.1) should be
noted:
1. In [4], the parameter  is assumed to be the channel gain. However, it is dicult
to justify that the channel gains in the macrocell environment and the femtocell
environment are the same.
2. In [5], it was considered that  is the path loss parameter. However, the eect
of path loss is reected in the terms Rnkk and R
n1
1 in (4.1).
Therefore, in this thesis it is considered that  should neither be the path loss pa-
rameter nor the channel gain. In addition, it is concluded that  should represent
the fading parameter.
In femtocell/indoor environment, fast fading is negligible because a UE is either
not moving or it moves very slowly. Thus, in the macrocell environment both multi-
path fading and shadowing should be considered while in the femtocell environment
inclusion of only shadowing is sucient.
The system considered in this thesis depends on xed power strategy. In downlink
transmission, MSs at the cell-boundary receive indistinguishable SNR values because
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the transmit power level of BS is xed to a denite value. Consequently, the cell
coverage area is adjusted by controlling the transmit power.
In the uplink, the situation is dierent where all MSs in the cell transmit data
with almost equal power level. Therefore, the transmitted signal power to the BS
from MSs at the cell boundary should have a suitable SNR value so that it can be
decoded at the receiver.
For both cell types, the femtocell (denoted by the index k) and the macrocell
(denoted by the index 1) and under fading conditions, the received power level at the
cell boundary is denoted by Pr and it is given by:
Pr =
fmacP1
Rn11
=
ffemPk
Rnkk
; (4 .6)
where (4.6) is a modied version of (4.1). After reconguration we get:
Pk
P1
=
fmacR
nk
k
ffemR
n1
1
; (4 .7)
by substituting for the value of pk
p1
from (4.7) in (4.4), a new equation is obtained,
which evaluates the total power ratio under fading conditions, which is denoted by
 sfad(k), and it is given as:
 sfad(k) =
Pk
P1
A1
Ak
=
Pk
P1
R21
R2k
=
fmacR
nk
k
ffemR
n1
1
R21
R2k
=
fmac
ffem
 s(k): (4 .8)
Consequently, a new equation which evaluates the per-energy capacity ratio under
fading conditions, denoted by  ufad(k), is derived as follows:
 ufad(k) =  c(k) 
 1
sfad
(k) =  c(k)
fmac
ffem
 s(k)
 1
=
fmac
ffem
 1
 c(k) s(k)
 1; (4 .9)
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by substituting for the value of ( c(k) s(k)
 1) from (2.5) in (4.9), eq. (4.10) is
obtained:
 ufad(k) =
fmac
ffem
 1
 c(k) s(k)
 1 =
fmac
ffem
 1
 u(k): (4 .10)
In this thesis the term fmac
ffem
is named as the fading ratio. As shown above, the
reciprocal of the fading ratio fmac
ffem
is introduced in equation (4.10) to scale the old
the per-energy capacity ratio which is the per-energy capacity ratio without fading
conditions. The modied mathematical expression given in (4.10) is used to evaluate
the per-energy capacity ratio under fading conditions.
It should be noted that the parameter fmac contains both the shadowing and
fading contributors while the parameter ffem contains only the eect due to shadow-
ing. Consequently, two Lognormal random variables were generated and one Rayleigh
variable. Moreover, the macrocell channel and femtocell channel using short time (or
distance) snapshots were used. The snapshots used were short because the time res-
olution used in the simulation was in the microsecond range which makes monitoring
of channel for long time is dicult.
4.3 Per-energy capacity ratio analysis in the ded-
icated fading channel
As shown in this section, the per-energy capacity ratio performance is evaluated
under fading environment as a function of the femtocell SIR, the macrocell radius,
the macrocell SIR, and the path loss exponent. In each case, two parameters were
selected and the per-energy capacity ratio performance under fading environment
as a function of that combination was investigated. For each case eight gures were
plotted: four gures represent the per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment
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in the downlink and the other four gures represent the per-energy capacity ratio
under fading environment in the uplink. In each plot, the bandwidth fraction of the
femtocell in comparison to the bandwidth of the macrocell was set to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,
0.7, and 0.9 fractions of the macrocell bandwidth. Consequently, several cases were
investigated and results in the form of graphs were obtained. In this part, some sample
cases are selected to show the behavior of the per-energy capacity ratio performance
under fading environment.
4.3.1 Femtocell SIR and path loss exponent
As shown in the gures below, in this sample case, the per-energy capacity ratio
performance under fading environment was investigated as a function of the two pa-
rameters: femtocell SIR and path loss exponent. The relation between the per-energy
capacity ratio in fading environments and each parameter, additionally the resultant
degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio in fading environment are illustrated in
details in the following paragraphs.
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 Downlink channel:
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Figure 4 .1: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink) under
fading and shadowing (femtocell SIR, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .2: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink) without
fading or shadowing (femtocell SIR, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .3: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink) as a func-
tion of femtocell SIR for some path loss exponent values (a) under fading condition
(b) under non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .4: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink) as a func-
tion of path loss exponent for some femtocell SIR values (a) under fading condition
(b) under non-fading condition.
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 Uplink channel:
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Figure 4 .5: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink)uplink
under fading and shadowing (femtocell SIR, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .6: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (uplink) without
fading and shadowing (femtocell SIR, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .7: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (uplink) as a function
of femtocell SIR for some path loss exponent values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .8: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (uplink) as a function
of path loss exponent for some femtocell SIR values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions and the femtocell SIR:
The per-energy capacity ratio under fading conditions is directly proportional to
the femtocell SIR. Further, as the femtocell SIR value increases, the per-energy
capacity ratio rate of increase with respect to the femtocell SIR decreases. For
an example, in Fig. 4.4 in the downlink and Fig. 4.8 in the uplink, when
the femtocell bandwidth = 0.5 the macrocell bandwidth (black color lines) and
when the path loss exponent = 3, as the femtocell SIR value increases from -10
dB to 10 dB the per-energy capacity ratio increases by value greater than the
value resulted when the femtocell SIR increases from 10 dB to 30 dB.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions and path loss exponent:
The per-energy capacity ratio under fading conditions is directly proportional
to the path loss exponent. However, the per-energy capacity ratio slopes or
rate of increase under fading conditions with respect to the path loss exponent
is almost constant. For instance, Fig. 4.4 in the downlink and Fig. 4.8 in the
uplink depict the resultant per-energy capacity ratios under fading conditions
versus the path loss exponent for some femtocell SIR values, as shown in these
gures, only straight lines are resulted which means that the per-energy capacity
ratio slope is certainly constant.
 The degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions:
As shown in the gures above, the degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio
due to fading is existing and clear. In addition, it is almost not dependent on
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the path loss exponent or the femtocell SIR.
To explain more, in Fig. 4.3 in the downlink and Fig. 4.7 in the uplink, when
the femtocell bandwidth = 0.1 the macrocell bandwidth (red color curves) and
when femtocell SIR = -10 dB, the dierence between the two curves in the
two subgures under fading condition or non fading condition is almost the
same. The same observation is made when femtocell SIR = 10 dB and 30 dB.
Moreover, for the femtocell bandwidth = 0.3 macrocell bandwidth (blue color
lines) and if we concentrate on the dierence in the per-energy capacity ratio
between the path loss exponent = 4 line and the path loss exponent = 3 line we
notice that the dierence is almost equal under fading condition or non fading
condition which means that in each subgure the two lines was displaced due
to fading by the same amount.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio performance in
the uplink and the downlink:
As shown above, denitely the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the
uplink outweighs the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the downlink.
To emphasize this statement and by comparing Fig. 4.3 in the downlink to Fig.
4.7 in the uplink, it is clear that the per-energy capacity ratio performance in
the uplink outweighs the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the downlink.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio performance and
the bandwidth ratio between the femtocell and the macrocell:
As shown in the gures above, the per energy capacity ratio under fading condi-
tions is directly proportional to the bandwidth ratio between the femtocell and
macrocell since the per energy capacity ratio performance improves as more
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bandwidth is given to the femtocell. However, the per-energy capacity ratio
slope decreases as the bandwidth ratio between the femtocell and the macrocell
increases.
To illustrate more, in Fig. 4.3 in the downlink and Fig. 4.7 in the uplink, when
the path loss exponent = 4, it is clear that as the bandwidth ratio between the
femtocell and the macrocell increases from 0.1 (red color lines) to 0.3 (blue color
lines) the per energy capacity ratio performance improves by the greatest value
and if the bandwidth ratio between the femtocell and the macrocell increases
from 0.3 (blue color lines) to 0.5 (black color lines) the per energy capacity ratio
performance also improves but by a value less than the value resulted earlier.
The same remark and observation is noticed at the path loss exponent = 3
curves group and the path loss exponent = 2 curves group.
Thus, the per-energy capacity ratio slope is inversely proportional to the band-
width ratio between the femtocell and the macrocell while the per-energy capac-
ity ratio is directly proportional to the bandwidth ratio between the femtocell
and the macrocell.
4.3.2 Macrocell Radius and Macrocell SIR
As shown in gures below, in this sample case, the per-energy capacity ratio perfor-
mance under fading environment was investigated as a function of the two parameters:
macrocell SIR and macrocell radius. The relation between the per-energy capacity
ratio under fading environment and each parameter, in addition the resultant degra-
dation in the per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment is illustrated in
details in the following paragraphs.
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 Downlink channel:
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Figure 4 .9: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink) under
fading and shadowing (macrocell radius, macrocell SIR).
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Figure 4 .10: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink) without
fading or shadowing (macrocell radius, macrocell SIR).
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Figure 4 .11: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink) as a
function of macrocell radius for some macrocell SIR values (a) under fading condition
(b) under non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .12: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (downlink) as a
function of macrocell SIR for some macrocell radius values (a) under fading condition
(b) under non-fading condition.
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 Uplink channel:
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Figure 4 .13: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (uplink) under
fading and shadowing (macrocell radius, macrocell SIR).
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Figure 4 .14: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (uplink) without
fading or shadowing (macrocell radius, macrocell SIR).
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Figure 4 .15: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (uplink) as a function
of macrocell radius for some macrocell SIR values (a) under fading condition (b) under
non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .16: Per-energy capacity ratios in the dedicated channel (uplink) as a function
of macrocell SIR for some macrocell radius values (a) under fading condition (b) under
non-fading condition.
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 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions and the macrocell SIR:
The per-energy capacity ratio under fading conditions is inversely proportional
to the macrocell SIR. For example in Fig. 4.12 in the downlink and Fig. 4.16 in
the uplink, when the femtocell bandwidth = 0.1 the macrocell bandwidth (red
color lines) and when the macrocell radius = 800 m, it is clear that the per-
energy capacity ratio decreases as the macrocell SIR value increases. Another
remark is, as the macrocell SIR value increases, the per-energy capacity ratio
rate decreases with respect to the decreasing macrocell SIR. To explain more,
in Fig. 4.11 in the downlink and Fig. 4.15 in the uplink, when the femtocell
bandwidth = 0.5 the macrocell bandwidth (black color lines) and when the
macrocell radius = 1000 m, as the macrocell SIR value increases from -10 dB to
10 dB, the per-energy capacity ratio decreases by value greater than the value
resulted when the macrocell SIR increases from 10 dB to 30 dB.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions and macrocell radius:
The per energy capacity ratio under fading conditions is directly proportional
to the macrocell radius. For example in Fig. 4.11 in the downlink and Fig. 4.15
in the uplink, when the femtocell bandwidth = 0.5 the macrocell bandwidth
(black color lines) and when the macrocell SIR= 30 dB, it is clear that the
per-energy capacity ratio increases as the macrocell radius value increases. In
addition, the per energy capacity ratio slope under fading condition is constant
with respect to the macrocell radius. For instance, Fig. 4.11 in the downlink
and Fig. 4.15 in the uplink depict the resultant per-energy capacity ratios under
fading environment versus the macrocell radius for some macrocell SIR values,
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as shown in these gures the result is only straight lines which means that the
per-energy capacity ratio slope or rate of increase is denitely constant.
 The degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions:
As in the previous sample case, the degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio
due to fading is obvious in both samples. In addition, it is almost independent
and not related to either the macrocell radius or the macrocell SIR.
Actually, if Fig. 4.11 in the downlink and Fig. 4.15 in the uplink are consid-
ered as examples, when the femtocell bandwidth = 0.5 the macrocell bandwidth
(black color curves) and when macrocell SIR = -10 dB, the dierence between
the two curves in the two subgures under fading conditions or non fading con-
ditions is almost the same for all macrocell radius. The same remark is noticed
at femtocell SIR = 10 dB and 30 dB. Moreover, in Fig. 4.12 in the downlink and
Fig. 4.16 in the uplink, for the femtocell bandwidth = 0.1 macrocell bandwidth
(red color lines), if we concentrate on the dierence in the per-energy capacity
ratio between the macrocell radius = 800 m line and the macrocell radius =
1000 m line it can be noticed that the dierence is almost equal under fading
conditions or non fading conditions which means that in each subgure the two
lines was displaced due to fading by the same amount.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio performance in
the uplink and the downlink:
Like the previous sample case, the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the
uplink is better than the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the downlink
and by comparing Fig. 4.11 in the downlink to Fig. 4.15 in the uplink this
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result is obviously noticed.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio performance and
the bandwidth ratio between the femtocell and the macrocell:
As shown in the gures above, the per energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions is directly proportional to the bandwidth ratio between the femtocell
and the macrocell because the per energy capacity ratio performance improves
when more bandwidth is given to the femtocell. However, the per-energy capac-
ity ratio slope decreases as the bandwidth ratio between the femtocell and the
macrocell increases. To illustrate more, in Fig. 4.9, Fig. 4.10 in the downlink
and Fig. 4.13, Fig. 4.14 in the uplink, it is clear that as the bandwidth ratio
between the femtocell and the macrocell increases, the per-energy capacity ratio
planes becomes closer. As a result it is concluded that the per-energy capacity
ratio slope is inversely proportional to the bandwidth ratio.
4.4 Fading analysis in the co-channel case
As in the dedicated channel case, in this part, the per-energy capacity ratio per-
formance was evaluated under fading conditions as a function of the femtocell SIR,
macrocell radius, macrocell SIR, and path loss exponent. However, in each case, three
parameters were selected and the per-energy capacity ratio performance under fading
environment as a function of that combination was investigated. For each case, eight
gures were plotted: four gures represent the per-energy capacity ratio under fading
environment in the downlink and the other four gures represent the per-energy ca-
pacity ratio under fading environment in the uplink. Consequently, several cases were
investigated and results in the form of graphs were obtained. However, only sample
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cases are shown in this part to avoid redundancy.
4.4.1 Femtocell SIR and macrocell radius
 Downlink channel:
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Figure 4 .17: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) under fading
and shadowing (femtocell SIR, macrocell radius).
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Figure 4 .18: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) without fading
or shadowing (femtocell SIR, macrocell radius).
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Figure 4 .19: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) as a function of
femtocell SIR for some macrocell radius values (a) under fading condition (b) under
non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .20: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) as a function of
macrocell radius for some femtocell SIR values (a) under fading condition (b) under
non-fading condition.
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 Uplink channel:
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Figure 4 .21: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) under fading and
shadowing (femtocell SIR, macrocell radius).
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Figure 4 .22: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) without fading or
shadowing (femtocell SIR, macrocell radius).
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Figure 4 .23: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) as a function of
femtocell SIR for some macrocell radius values (a) under fading condition (b) under
non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .24: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) as a function of
macrocell radius for some femtocell SIR values (a) under fading condition (b) under
non-fading condition.
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As shown in the gures above, in this sample case, the per-energy capacity ratio
performance under fading environment (co-channel case) was investigated as a func-
tion of the two parameters: femtocell SIR and macrocell radius. In each plot, the
macrocell SIR was set to -10 dB, 0 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB respectively. The relation
between the per energy capacity ratio under fading environment and each parameter,
and the resultant degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio under fading environ-
ment is illustrated in details in the following paragraphs.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions and the femtocell SIR:
The per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment is directly proportional
to the femtocell SIR. Further, as the femtocell SIR value increases, the per
energy capacity ratio rate of increase decreases with respect to the increasing
femtocell SIR . For an example, in Fig. 4.20 in the downlink and Fig. 4.24
in the uplink, when the macrocell SIR = 0 dB (blue color lines) and when the
macrocell radius = 1000 m, as the femtocell SIR value increases from -10 dB to
10 dB the per energy capacity ratio increases by value greater than the value
resulted when the femtocell SIR increases from 10 dB to 30 dB.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions and the macrocell radius:
The per energy capacity ratio under fading environment is directly proportional
to the macrocell radius. For example in 4.20 in the downlink and Fig. 4.24 in
the uplink, when the macrocell SIR = 20 dB (green color lines) and when the
femtocell SIR= -10 dB, it is clear that the per-energy capacity ratio increases as
the macrocell radius value increases. In addition, the per energy capacity ratio
slope under fading condition is constant with respect to the macrocell radius.
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For instance, 4.20 and Fig. 4.24 depict the resultant per-energy capacity ratios
under fading environment versus the macrocell radius for some macrocell SIR
values, as shown in these gures the result is only straight lines which means
that the per-energy capacity ratio slope or rate of increase is denitely constant.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions and the macrocell SIR:
As shown in gures above, the per-energy capacity ratio under fading envi-
ronment is inversely proportional to the macrocell SIR. For example in 4.20
in the downlink, it is clear that the per-energy capacity ratio decreases as the
macrocell SIR value increases and vice versa.
 The degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions:
As shown in the gures above, in this sample case also, the degradation in the
per-energy capacity ratio due to fading is apparent. In addition, it is almost
not dependent on the femtocell SIR, the macrocell SIR, or the macrocell radius.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio performance in
the uplink and the downlink:
In this sample case also, the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the uplink
is better than the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the downlink and
by comparing Fig. 4.19 in the downlink to Fig. 4.23 in the uplink this result is
apparently noticed.
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4.4.2 Macrocell Radius and Path loss exponent
 Downlink channel:
1. Macrocell SIR = 3 dB while femtocell SIR is variable
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Figure 4 .25: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) under fading
and shadowing (macrocell radius, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .26: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) without fading
or shadowing (macrocell radius, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .27: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) as a function
of macrocell radius for some path loss exponent values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .28: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) as a function
of path loss exponent for some macrocell radius values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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2. Femtocell SIR = 3 dB while macrocell SIR is variable:
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Figure 4 .29: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) under fading
and shadowing (macrocell radius, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .30: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) without fading
or shadowing (macrocell radius, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .31: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) as a function
of macrocell radius for some path loss exponent values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .32: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (downlink) as a function
of path loss exponent for some macrocell radius values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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 Uplink channel:
1. Macrocell SIR = 3 dB while femtocell SIR is variable:
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Figure 4 .33: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) under fading and
shadowing (macrocell radius, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .34: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) without fading or
shadowing (macrocell radius, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .35: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) as a function of
macrocell radius for some path loss exponent values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .36: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) as a function of
path loss exponent for some macrocell radius values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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2. Femtocell SIR = 3 dB while macrocell SIR is variable:
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Figure 4 .37: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) under fading and
shadowing (macrocell radius, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .38: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) without fading or
shadowing (macrocell radius, path loss exponent).
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Figure 4 .39: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) as a function of
macrocell radius for some path loss exponent values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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Figure 4 .40: Per-energy capacity ratios in the co-channel (uplink) as a function of
path loss exponent for some macrocell radius values (a) under fading condition (b)
under non-fading condition.
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As shown in the gures above, in this part, the per-energy capacity ratio perfor-
mance under fading environment (co-channel case) was investigated as a function of
the two parameters: macrocell radius and path loss exponent. Furthermore, it was
decided to include femtocell SIR or macrocell SIR in this simulation case besides he
two parameters, and the used procedure was as follows: rstly the femtocell SIR was
set to four cases -10 dB, 0 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB while keeping the macrocell SIR
constant equal to 3 dB then secondly the opposite was done where the macrocell SIR
was set to four cases -10 dB, 0 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB and the macrocell SIR was kept
constant equal to 3 dB.
As a result as shown above, sixteen gures were plotted: eight gures represent
the per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment in the downlink and the other
eight gures represent the per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment in the
uplink. The macrocell radius was investigated earlier in this part, thus only the path
loss exponent is commented and discussed.
 The relation between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions and the path loss exponent:
As in the simulation in the dedicated case, in this simulation case, it is found
that the per-energy capacity ratio under fading environment is directly propor-
tional to the path loss exponent. Further, the per-energy capacity ratio slops
under fading environment with respect to the path loss exponent is almost con-
stant. For instance, Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 4.36 depict the resultant per-energy
capacity ratios under fading environment versus the path loss exponent, as
shown in these gures they result in only straight lines which means that the
per-energy capacity ratio slope is certainly constant.
In addition, in this sample case, it has been noticed that the value of the per-
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energy capacity ratio slope under fading environment undergoes a slight change
as the value of the macrocell SIR or the femtocell SIR changes. In the dedicated
case, this happened when the bandwidth fraction given to the femtocell changes.
Similarly in this sample case (co-channel case), this taken place as the value of
the macrocell SIR or the femtocell SIR changes.
 The degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio under fading con-
ditions:
As shown in the gures above, similarly to the previous sample cases, the degra-
dation in the per-energy capacity ratio due to fading is clear. In addition, it is
almost not dependent on the femtocell SIR, the path loss exponent, the macro-
cell SIR, or the macrocell radius.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have studied per-energy capacity ratio in the macro-femto en-
vironment under fading conditions. Only the femtocell-macrocell environment was
considered because the per-energy capacity ratio performance is the best in this en-
vironment. In addition, the behavior of the per-energy capacity ratio under fading
environment is studied with respect to femtocell SIR, macrocell SIR, path loss expo-
nent, and macrocell radius in order to investigate the eect of these parameters on
the per-energy capacity ratio performance. In the femtocell-macrocell environment,
the per-energy capacity ratio under fading for the dedicated channel case and the
co-channel case were evaluated. In addition, in each channel assignment both the
downlink and uplink transmission channels were considered.
Another important task that was carried out in this chapter is, the derivation
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of a new mathematical expression that was used in the investigation of the per-
energy capacity ratio in macro-femto environment under fading conditions. Finally,
the analysis of the per-energy capacity ratio degradation under fading conditions,
which is one of the main objectives in this thesis, was carried out by investigating
the dierence in the per-energy capacity ratio performance under fading environment
and non fading conditions. Thus, in all the simulation cases, the degradation in the
per-energy capacity ratio due to fading was investigated and commented.
Chapter 5
Per-energy Capacity Ratio
Degradation Due To Fading and
Its Compensation
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the per-energy capacity ratio in the absence and presence
of channel fading was investigated. In this chapter, two main tasks were in focus. The
evaluation of the per-energy capacity ratio degradation percentage as a function of
macrocell shadowing variance, femtocell shadowing variance, and distance (or time)
was considered. The per-energy capacity ratio percentage degradation is used to
compensate the per-energy capacity ratio degradation under fading conditions. This
compensation for the per-energy capacity ratio degradation under fading conditions is
considered as an inaccurate power control which brings back the per-energy capacity
ratio near about its original value i.e. the value of the per-energy capacity ratio
without fading.
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5.2 Methodology
As shown above in (4 .10), the per-energy capacity ratio under fading conditions
is a function of the fading ratio and hence of the channel type. This conclusion was
inspiring to consider that there must be a mathematical background which could
cause this result? Fortunately, a new result was derived. The degradation in the per-
energy capacity ratio due to fading conditions is only a function of the fading ratio
and hence it must be dependent on the fading parameters fmac and ffem. The fading
ratio is dened as (fmac=ffem) where fmac is the fading in the macrocell environment
and ffem is the fading in the femtocell environment. The degradation derivation is
shown in the following section.
Beginning from the common percentage degradation rule:
Deg(%) =
 u(k)   ufad(k)
 u(k)
 100; (5 .1)
where  u(k) and  ufad(k) are the per-energy capacity under non-fading conditions
and under fading conditions, respectively and substituting for  u(k) from (2.5) and
 ufad(k) from (4.9) in (5.1) the following equation results:
Deg(%) =
 c(k) s(k)
 1    c(k) sfad(k) 1
 c(k) s(k) 1
 100;
=
 c(k)
 c(k)
h s(k) 1    sfad(k) 1
 s(k) 1
i
 100;
=
 s(k)
 1    sfad(k) 1
 s(k) 1
 100;
=
h
1   sfad(k)
 1
 s(k) 1
i
 100;
=
h
1   s(k)
 sfad(k)
i
 100; (5 .2)
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let us now substitute for the value of  sfad from (4.8) in (5.2). As result we get:
Deg(%) =
h
1   s(k)
 sfad(k)
i
 100;
=
h
1   s(k)
fmac
ffem
 s(k)
i
 100;
=
h
1  1
fmac
ffem
i
 100;
=
h
1  1
fadingratio
i
 100: (5 .3)
As shown above, (5.3) proves that the degradation percentile value in the per-
energy capacity ratio is only a function of the fading ratio and hence it also shows
that the per-energy capacity ratio degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio is only
a function of the channel type. Thus, it is used to evaluate the degradation percentile
value in the per-energy capacity ratio.
In simulation experiments, two dierent fading scenarios were considered: the
macrocell environment where shadowing plus fast fading was present and the femtocell
environment where only the shadowing is considered to be present. Therefore, it is
important and motivating to analyze the eect of the macrocell shadowing variance,
the femtocell shadowing variance, and the distance (or time) on the fading ratio and
hence on per-energy capacity ratio degradation under fading conditions.
5.3 The per-energy capacity ratio percentage degra-
dation
Consider below in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, the two snapshots. The rst snapshot is of the
performance over 0.1 meter long tract while the second snapshot is over 0.3 meter long.
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In each case, the per-energy capacity ratio degradation percentage is simulated as a
function of the macrocell shadowing variance and the femtocell shadowing variance.
The macrocell shadowing variance ranges from 4 dB to 16 dB while the femtocell
shadowing variance ranges from 2 dB to 8 dB.
As shown below, the per-energy capacity ratio degradation percentage is directly
proportional to both the macrocell shadowing variance and femtocell shadowing vari-
ance. Additionally, it is shown that the per-energy capacity ratio degradation percent-
age slope or rate of increase with respect to either the femtocell shadowing variance
or the macrocell shadowing variance is not constant. Actually, the decrement in the
per-energy capacity ratio percent degradation slope on either the femtocell shadowing
variance or the macrocell shadowing variance increase is very small and not notica-
ble. Nevertheless, if we concentrate on each subgure we see that the lines in each
subgure don't go in parallel to each other as the variances increase but these lines
tend to be closer to each other as the variances increase.
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Figure 5 .1: Per-energy capacity ratio degradation percentages over a snapshot of 0.1
meter (a) as a function of shadowing variance in femtocell channel (b) as a function
of shadowing variance in macrocell channel.
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Figure 5 .2: Per-energy capacity ratio degradation percentages over a snapshot of 0.3
meter (a) as a function of shadowing variance in femtocell channel (b) as a function
of shadowing variance in macrocell channel.
Another aspect is the relationship between the per-energy capacity ratio percent-
age degradation and the distance where it is found that the per-energy capacity ratio
degradation percentage is not a function of distance (or time) because as the dis-
tance is increased from 0.1 m to 0.3 m it is found that the per-energy capacity ratio
degradation percentages are almost similar in the two cases and no clear dierence is
noticed.
As a conclusion, many per-energy capacity ratio percentages degradation corre-
sponding to the macrocell and femtocell shadowing variances were studied. In the
simulation experiments for this thesis, the selected macrocell shadowing variances is
8 dB and the selected femtocell shadowing variances is 4 dB. Accordingly, the per-
energy capacity ratio percentage degradation value in this case is 42 %. However,
the two gures above are general and can be applied to any channel having a fading
behavior similar to the channel considered here.
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5.4 The per-energy capacity ratio degradation com-
pensation
In this section, the resultant per-energy capacity ratio degradation percentage (42
%) is used to compensate for the degradation that had taken place in the per-energy
capacity ratio due to fading. The dierence between the per-energy capacity ratio
without fading and the per-energy capacity ratio after the degradation compensation
is studied in the cases of dedicated channel assignment as well as the co-channel
assignment. In addition, both the downlink and uplink channels are considered. This
dierence is taken as an error due to inaccurate power control.
To illustrate how the compensation for degradation works under fading conditions,
four sample cases are considered. In the case of dedicated channel for both downlink
and uplink, the dierence between the per-energy capacity ratio under non-fading
conditions and the per-energy capacity ratio after the degradation compensation as a
function of the femtocell SIR and the macrocell radius is investigated. Whereas in the
co-channel case, for both downlink and uplink, the dierence between the per-energy
capacity ratio under non-fading conditions and the per-energy capacity ratio after
the degradation compensation as a function of the femtocell SIR and the path loss is
investigated.
As shown below, the dierence between the per-energy capacity ratio under non-
fading conditions and the per-energy capacity ratio after the degradation compensa-
tion is almost negligible. In addition, the error due to inaccurate power control is less
than 1.5% which is really remarkable results.
For an example (shwon in Fig. 5.4), when the femtocell bandwidth = 0.9 the
macrocell bandwidth (magenta color lines) and when the macrocell radius = 1200
m, the dierence (degradation) between the per-energy capacity ratio under fading
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conditions and non fading conditions is clear. However after the degradation com-
pensation, the new dierence (error) between the per-energy capacity ratio after the
degradation compensation and the per-energy capacity ratio under non fading con-
ditions is almost insignicant. In addition Fig. 5.5 depicts that when the femtocell
bandwidth = 0.9 the macrocell bandwidth (magenta color lines) and when the macro-
cell radius = 1200 m, the error due to inaccurate power control is less than 1%. The
results for each case are shown below:
1. Femtocell SIR and macrocell radius
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Figure 5 .3: Per-energy capacity ratio (dedicated channel-downlink) as a function of
the femtocell SIR (a) under fading conditions (b) under non-fading conditions (c)
after the degradation compensation.
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Figure 5 .4: Per-energy capacity ratio (dedicated channel-downlink) as a function of
the macrocell radius (a) under fading conditions (b) under non-fading conditions (c)
after the degradation compensation.
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(a) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Mac. Rad. = 800 m)
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(b) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Mac. Rad. = 1000 m)
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(c) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Mac. Rad. = 1200 m)
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Figure 5 .5: Error in the inaccurate power control as a function of the femtocell SIR
(dedicated channel-downlink) (a) macrocell radius = 800 m (b) macrocell radius =
1000 m (c) macrocell radius = 1200 m.
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(b) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Fem. SIR = 10 dB)
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(c) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Fem. SIR = 30 dB)
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Figure 5 .6: Error in the inaccurate power control as a function of the macrocell
radius (dedicated channel-downlink) (a) femtocell SIR = -10 dB (b) femtocell SIR =
10 dB (c) femtocell SIR = 30 dB.
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Figure 5 .7: Per-energy capacity ratio (dedicated channel -uplink) as a function of the
femtocell SIR (a) under fading conditions (b) under non-fading conditions (c) after
the degradation compensation.
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Figure 5 .8: Per-energy capacity ratio (dedicated channel -uplink) as a function of
the macrocell radius (a) under fading conditions (b) under non-fading conditions (c)
after the degradation compensation.
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(a) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the uplink after compensation (Mac. Rad. = 800 m)
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(b) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the uplink after compensation (Mac. Rad. = 1000 m)
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(c) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the uplink after compensation (Mac. Rad. = 1200 m)
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Figure 5 .9: Error in the inaccurate power control as a function of the femtocell SIR
(dedicated channel -uplink) (a) macrocell radius = 800 m (b) macrocell radius = 1000
m (c) macrocell radius = 1200 m.
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(a) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the uplink after compensation (Fem. SIR = −10 dB)
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(b) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the uplink after compensation (Fem. SIR = 10 dB)
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(c) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the uplink after compensation (Fem. SIR = 30 dB)
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Figure 5 .10: Error in the inaccurate power control as a function of the macrocell
radius (dedicated channel -uplink) (a) femtocell SIR = -10 dB (b) femtocell SIR =
10 dB (c) femtocell SIR = 30 dB.
2. Femtocell SIR and path loss exponent
(a) Co-channel-Downlink
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Figure 5 .11: Per-energy capacity ratio (co-channel-downlink) as a function of the
femtocell SIR (a) under fading conditions (b) under non-fading conditions (c) after
the degradation compensation.
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Figure 5 .12: Per-energy capacity ratio (co-channel-downlink) as a function of the
path loss exponent (a) under fading conditions (b) under non-fading conditions (c)
after the degradation compensation.
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(a) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Path loss exponent = 2)
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(b) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Path loss exponent = 3)
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(c) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Path loss exponent = 4)
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Figure 5 .13: Error in the inaccurate power control as a function of the femtocell SIR
(co-channel-downlink) (a) path loss exponent = 2 (b) path loss exponent = 3 (c) path
loss exponent = 4.
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(a) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Fem. SIR = −10 dB)
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(b) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Fem. SIR = 10 dB)
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(c) Percentile Error in the Per−Energy Capacity ratio in the Downlink after compensation (Fem. SIR = 30 dB)
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Figure 5 .14: Error in the inaccurate power control as a function of the path loss
exponent (co-channel-downlink) (a) femtocell SIR = -10 dB (b) femtocell SIR = 10
dB (c) femtocell SIR = 30 dB.
(b) Co-channel-Uplink
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Figure 5 .15: Per-energy capacity ratio (co-channel-uplink) as a function of the fem-
tocell SIR (a) under fading conditions (b) under non-fading conditions (c) after the
degradation compensation.
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Figure 5 .16: Per-energy capacity ratio(co-channel-uplink) as a function of the path
loss exponent (a) under fading conditions (b) under non-fading conditions (c) after
the degradation compensation.
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Figure 5 .17: Error in the inaccurate power control as a function of the femtocell SIR
(co-channel-uplink) (a) path loss exponent = 2 (b) path loss exponent = 3 (c) path
loss exponent = 4.
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Figure 5 .18: Error in the inaccurate power control as a function of the path loss
exponent (co-channel-uplink) (a) femtocell SIR = -10 dB (b) femtocell SIR = 10 dB
(c) femtocell SIR = 30 dB.
As shown above, the results support the mathematical derivation which showed
that the degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio under fading condition is a
function of the channel type only.
5.5 The instantaneous error in the per-energy ca-
pacity ratio under inaccurate power control
Power control is never perfect as it is very dicult to implement it. The practi-
cal power control is usually approximate and therefore always results in some error.
However, implementation of power control results in energy saving even if it is not
exact.
In this regards, the instantaneous error under inaccurate power control of the per-
energy capacity ratio and the per-energy capacity under perfect power control, the
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case when there is no fading, have been plotted versus the number of samples. The
uctuation around the mean value (no fading value) is considered to follow a uniform
distribution with maximum error of 1% and 3%, respectively. In each snapshot six
dierent values for the path loss exponent were considered. The path loss exponent
has been considered as a sample case parameter to show how the instantaneous error
under inaccurate power control of the per-energy capacity ratio and the per-energy
capacity under perfect power control is behaved.
Actually, it is considered that the desired perfect power control of the per-energy
capacity ratio is achieved, therefore it remains to show what will be the result if
an inaccurate power control is applied to the per-energy capacity ratio with an ap-
proximated maximum error of 1% or 3%. The response in the two sample cases is
illustrated below in Fig. 5.19, Fig. 5.20, Fig. 5.21, and Fig. 5.22.
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Figure 5 .19: Inaccurate power control of the per-energy capacity ratio (downlink)
with 3% max. error for six dierent path loss exponent values.
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Figure 5 .20: Inaccurate power control of the per-energy capacity ratio (uplink) with
3% max. error for six dierent path loss exponent values.
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Figure 5 .21: Inaccurate power control of the per-energy capacity ratio (downlink)
with 1% max. error for six dierent path loss exponent values.
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Figure 5 .22: Inaccurate power control of the per-energy capacity ratio (uplink) with
1% max. error for six dierent path loss exponent values.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, the percentile degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio due to
fading is evaluated as a function of macrocell shadowing variance, femtocell shadowing
variance, and distance (or time). In addition, a new mathematical expression that
is used in the determination of the percentile degradation in the per-energy capacity
ratio due to fading has been derived. In the new mathematical expression, it was
proven that the percentile degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio due to fading
is only a function of the fading ratio and hence it is a function of the fading parameters
fmac and ffem.
Using the derived expression we have estimated the degradation compensation
value that should be used to bring back the per-energy capacity ratio to its original
value. The degradation compensation for the per-energy capacity ratio degradation
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under fading conditions was considered as an inaccurate power control. Finally, the
expected instantaneous per-energy capacity ratio under the inaccurate power control
has been studied.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
In wireless communications, huge improvement and rapid expansion has taken
place in all aspects technologies, devices, services, data trac, .... etc. One of the
main consequences of that advance is the increased energy consumption in wireless
communication network. As result, energy eciency and its metrics have emerged as
important research directions of designing future networks not only from performance
and cost eciency point of view but also from energy eciency point of view.
Femtocells are low-power radio access points that provide wireless voice and broad-
band services to home and small business customers. Introducing femtocell to act as
underlay or overlay layer can signicantly improve the performance and the energy
eciency of the wireless communication network.
Fading is an important characteristic in wireless communication - reason why it
was decided to investigate the per-energy capacity ratio in macro-femto environment
under fading conditions. It is caused by interference between two or more versions of
the transmitted signal which arrive at the receiver at slightly dierent times.
This thesis has studied all the above mentioned issues from dierent prospectives
providing good conclusions via the study of the per-energy capacity ratio in macro-
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femto environment under fading conditions and in accurate power control. We have
derived two new mathematical expressions that are used in the investigation of the
per-energy capacity ratio in macro-femto environment under fading conditions and
in the determination of the percentile degradation in the per-energy capacity ratio
due to fading. In addition, parameters like femtocell SIR, macrocell radius, macrocell
SIR, and path loss exponent were included in the simulation experiments in order to
investigate the relation between the per-energy capacity ratio in macro-femto envi-
ronment under fading conditions and these parameters. Additionally, both downlink
and uplink transmission were considered in all part of the study. Furthermore, using
the dedicated channel bandwidth allocation strategy, dierent bandwidth fractions
were given to the femtocell in comparison to the macrocell to investigate the rela-
tion between the per-energy capacity ratio in macro-femto environment under fading
conditions and the femtocell-macrocell bandwidth ratio. Finally, in addition to the
dedicated channel bandwidth allocation strategy the co-channel bandwidth allocation
strategy is included in the simulation experiments.
6.1 Conclusions
As a result of the tasks accomplished, we have concluded the following. Firstly,
the deployment of femtocells besides the macrocell is energy ecient in the presence
and in the absence of fading. Secondly, the percentile degradation in the per-energy
capacity ratio due to fading is a function of the fading ratio and hence is a function of
the fading behavior of the communication channel. Moreover, the per-energy capacity
ratio in macro-femto environment is directly proportional to femtocell SIR, macrocell
radius, and path loss exponent. However, it is inversely proportional to macrocell
SIR. In addition, as the bandwidth fraction given to the femtocell in comparison to
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the macrocell increases the performance of the per-energy capacity ratio in macro-
femto environment improves. Finally, the per-energy capacity ratio performance,
under fading and non-fading conditions, in the uplink is better than the per-energy
capacity ratio performance in the downlink. Similarly, the per-energy capacity ratio
performance, under fading and non-fading conditions, in the co-channel operation
is better than the per-energy capacity ratio performance in the dedicated channel
operation.
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
The reasons behind the change in the per-energy capacity ratio slope with respect
to the some parameters, like femtocell SIR and macrocell SIR, or the bandwidth ratio
between the femtocell and the macrocell was not focused in this thesis. Thus, the
investigation of these reasons should be considered as future work.
In addition, it is felt that a dierent strategy should be adopted to design the
wireless communication networks. It is proposed that the femtocells should act as
the main layer in the wireless network and other network components like the macro-
cells should be used to enhance the quality of service (QoS). In this regards, a new
call handling algorithm will be required to creatively arrange the call handling in a
network at which the priority of receiving calls is given to the femtocell rather than
the macrocell.
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